GenSpace Programming

We're creating opportunities for older Angelenos to meet new people, explore their creativity, and learn through classes, events, and partnerships.

**Horticultural Therapy**

We offer members the opportunity to get their hands dirty and learn how to plant and care for a garden. GenSpace’s Horticultural Room has a uniquely crafted workspace with seating and flooring that’s conducive to working with soil and water.

**Financial Security + Safety**

Older adults can face several different financial challenges from living on a fixed income to being targets of scams. GenSpace provides helpful tips and informational classes to help older adults navigate spending and how to spot a potential scam.

**Social Connection + Storytelling**

Storytelling is vital for communities, which is why GenSpace offers a weekly class where members are encouraged to share their stories with others in a friendly and open environment. We’ve also partnered with organizations to offer programming that includes a photo series and intergenerational storytelling.

**Technology + Devices**

GenSpace’s tech bar offers members the ability to learn new skills, troubleshoot problems with their devices, or get more comfortable using new technology. We host regular classes and office hours where people can stop by for help and we have a lending library where members can check out a laptop, tablet, or smartphone.

**Arts, Crafts, + Culture**

GenSpace offers drawing, painting, clay, knitting classes and much more in our art room, encouraging members to explore their creativity through different mediums.

**Health, Fitness, + Wellness**

Movement is key to longevity and GenSpace offers a wide range of health and fitness classes from belly dancing to tai chi, yoga, and aerobics. We’re constantly updating our schedule to reflect new classes that our members are interested in trying.